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 It is equipped with powerful & easy-to-use features and provides industry-leading capabilities for network
management,  security, packet capture and analytics. What's New Version 2.0.20 includes the following new features and

improvements: Support for new XFRM extensions: xfrm.{none,dns,ipsec} Support for new TRACE: {None, User, Agent, All}
Support for new variables: {v4,v6} Support for new policies: ipsec_proposal, ipsec_pre_prop, ipsec_post_prop, ipsec_pre_ack,
ipsec_post_ack Support for new pcap2net filter files: {min_or_nf, MAX_OR_NF} Fix a bug: System.TimeSpan too small to
display Fix a bug: Setting MTU won't work in certain scenarios Fix a bug: BGP updates are not advertised even if the node is
not operational Fix a bug: Threads will block if there is no default policy and option set Fix a bug: Replication messages could
be dropped when the replication speed is set to 0 Fix a bug: PING's TTL is 0 when the node is not operational Other minor bug

fixes Enhancements Version 2.0.20 also includes a few enhancements, including: Increase from 1 to 2 kernels of QA on a
service contract Move from a C API to the C# API Improvements Access control on ports that are not dynamically registered
Access control on services that are not dynamically registered Unification of the registration management scheme One-way
NAT now supports ports that are not dynamically registered Bug fixes Download Links A few questions on the jQuery set

method When using the set method, how do you set a property in an object from its string name? For instance, lets say you have
an object: var person = { name: "", age: 0 82157476af
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